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WAROIRS
RAVENPAW'S PATH
# 1: SHATTERED PEACE
I’ve never known any other name for this place.

Awk-a-rook A-roo!

I always thought the farm never changed.

Awk-a-rook A-roo!

It's just...the farm.

That it would always be easy, and safe, and perfect.

Soon enough, I'd find out that I couldn't have been more wrong.
THINGS ARE VERY SIMPLE HERE.

SLEEP, HUNT, EAT...

NOT THAT I REALLY HAVE TO HUNT, NOT WITH ALL THE MICE IN THE BARN.
The twolegs that live here aren’t too bad. They leave us alone; we leave them alone.

Even the dogs are all right. They’re just noisy more than anything else.

Everything happens the same here, every day. Right now, I know the twolegs is about to come out on his big monster.

And there he goes.

The female twoleg is a little friendlier than the male.
She knows we live here, and every once in a while she throws out some twoleg food for us.

I like mice better.

My name’s Ravenpaw.

I live here with my best friend, Barley.
MY LIFE IS PRETTY RELAXING RIGHT NOW... BUT IT HASN'T ALWAYS BEEN THAT WAY.

I USED TO BE A CLAN CAT. I SAW SOMETHING I WASN'T SUPPOSED TO SEE...

...AND I HAD TO COME HERE TO HIDE, SO THAT A BRUTAL KILLER NAMED TIGERCLAW WOULDN'T FIND ME.

SOMETIMES I THINK IT'S FUNNY... AFTER ALL THE WARRIOR TRAINING I WENT THROUGH AND THE FIGHTING I'VE DONE...

...THE MOST DANGEROUS THING I DO NOW IS CLIMB ON TOP OF THE BARN TO GET A DRINK.
I GUESS I COULD HAVE TRIED TO GO BACK TO THUNDERCLAN AFTER WHAT HAPPENED WITH BLOODCLAN.

A BUNCH OF VICIOUS CATS FROM TWOLEGPLACE... THEY TRIED TO TAKE OVER THE FOREST LAST GREENLEAF, BUT THEY FAILED.
TIGERCLAW—NOW CALLED TIGERSTAR—HAD BEEN KILLED BY THEIR LEADER. BARLEY AND I FOUGHT WITH THE CLANS THEN.

BARLEY EVEN KNEW SOME OF THE BLOODCLAN CATS. THEY'D TERRORIZED HIM BEFORE.

IT'S A MIRACLE WE LIVED THROUGH IT. A LOT OF CATS DIDN'T.

TURNED OUT THAT THE FARM WAS THE PLACE FOR ME, THOUGH. IT'S SO MUCH EASIER HERE.

NO TRAINING, NO BORDER PATROLS... NO GOING HUNGRY. IT MIGHT NOT BE HOME, EXACTLY...
...but I can wake up when I want, nobody tells me what to do... and Barley's here. We owe each other our lives.

I figure I'll stay.

Congrats on the mouse there, Barley. I can always count on you and your friend to keep the rodents in check.

We have no idea what those noises mean.

Twolegs are strange. But like I said, they don't bother us, we don't bother them—and we stay clear of their nest.

Part of the reason I like it here so much is that Barley and I can go out for walks.

Not hunting, not looking for rival cats... just walks.

It's nice.
BET YOU CAN'T CATCH ME!

HA! I DON'T WANT TO CATCH YOU.

YOU ONLY SAY THAT 'CAUSE YOU'RE TOO SLOW!

WANT TO SEE WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF I DID CATCH YOU?

OHH, IS THAT THE WARRIOR'S CROUCH YOU WERE TELLING ME ABOUT?

YES, IT IS. WANT TO LEARN HOW TO DO IT RIGHT?

YEAH!

KEEP YOURSELF REALLY LOW...MAKE YOUR WEIGHT EVEN, OVER ALL FOUR FEET.

LIKE THIS?

NOT BAD! NOT BAD AT ALL.

AND NOW I EAT SOME OF THESE.

EWW! WHY WOULD YOU CHEW ON PLANTS?

HAVE YOU TASTED THESE THINGS? THEY'RE ALL JUICY.

IF YOU SAY SO.
It's a good life. I only think about the clans every once in a while...

...like here, today. This reminds me a lot of RiverClan.

But the clans can stay in the forest. My belly's full. I have no responsibilities to anybody but Barley and me.

I don't even mind the dogs. They're either chained up or following the twoleg around.

Not like we wouldn't hear them coming from miles away in any case.

Yoof! Yoof!

You ready to head back to the barn?

Yeah. All this activity has me ready for a nap.

Ha ha ha. You're a real go-getter, Ravenpaw.

Oh, you're one to talk.
I never thought anything on the farm would change...

...until the leaf-bare, when everything did.

Ravenpaw! Ravenpaw, wake up!

Wh-what--? What are you doing? What's this about?

Wh-huh? Wow, it's getting cold.

I know! That's why you have to get up!

Just look!

I've never seen snow so beautiful.

Oooh...
IT SEEMS TO GO ON FOREVER THAT NIGHT. AND THE NEXT MORNING, I BARELY RECOGNIZE THE FARM.

THE TWOLEGS GO ABOUT THEIR DAYS AS USUAL...

Woof! Woof!

...Pretending nothing has happened.

I can't pretend, though.

Not when the top of the barn is slippery all of a sudden.

You all right up there, Ravenpaw?
I'M FINE, I'M FINE! I'M JUST GOING FOR MY MORNING DRINK OF--

--NGK!

NO WAY AM I LETTING BARLEY FIND OUT ABOUT THIS. I'D NEVER HEAR THE END OF IT!

YOU WERE GONE FOR A WHILE. EVERYTHING OKAY?

YETH. EVERYTHING'TH FINE.

ARE YOU TALKING FUNNY?

NO.

ARE YOU SURE? 'CAUSE IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU'RE TALKING A LITTLE--

NO. EAT YOUR MOUSE.
We spend the day cleaning up a little.

Barley is nice enough to drop the subject.

Oh yeah?

Is there anything else you miss? About the Clan?

Y’know, if I were still a Clan warrior, I’d have an apprentice to do stuff like this for me.

Nope.

This place suits me much better than the forest.

Plus, you know, you are my best friend.

All right.

Relax, Barley. I’m not going anywhere.

Me? Hey, I’m totally relaxed. You’re the one getting all sentimental. Maybe you should relax.
THEN... THAT NIGHT... SOMETHING BEIDES THE SNOW ARRIVES AT THE FARM.

SKRITCH

DID YOU HEAR THAT?

DO YOU KNOW WHAT IT WAS?

YEAH.

NO. LET'S GO CHECK IT OUT.
WE LOOK OUT INTO THE SNOW-COVERED YARD...

AND IN THAT MOMENT, THE FARM CHANGES FOREVER.

MY NAME IS WILLIE. WE’VE COME A LONG WAY...

...AND MY MATE’S ABOUT TO HAVE KITS.

COULD WE COME INSIDE?

OF COURSE, OF COURSE! COME IN!
I'm Ravenpaw, and this is Barley.

We, uh—we know who you are. You've offered shelter to other cats in the past. Word has spread.

It's an honor to be allowed to stay here. I promise we won't make trouble for you, and we won't stay long.

How could we turn away cats in such need?

Okay, these hay nests should be pretty comfortable. You just get settled in here...

"...and we'll go and get you some fresh-kill."

This is so good of you. We can't even tell you what this means to us.

Yeah, this is great.

Well, it's the least we can do, especially given your condition, Minty.
IT’S REALLY LUCKY WILLIE AND HIS FRIENDS FIND US WHEN THEY DO.

THEY’VE BARELY EVEN FINISHED THEIR FRESH-KILL...

...WHEN MINTY GIVES BIRTH.

EVERYONE...

...THIS IS SNOWFLAKE, AND ICICLE, AND CLOUDY, AND SNIFF.

I CAN’T TAKE MY EYES OFF THEM. I’VE...I’VE JUST FORGOTTEN.

FORGOTTEN HOW BEAUTIFUL KITS CAN BE—LIKE THE KITS BACK IN THUNDERCLAN.
AREN'T THEY AMAZING?

HMM...

YEAH...
Our visitors settle in for a few days, spending all their time taking care of the kits.

Barley and I are more than happy to do their hunting for them.

Ravenpaw, you're back!

Look, kittens! Ravenpaw's bringing food for us! He's letting me make plenty of milk for you!

Meep!

The visitors always hide from the twolegs. I try to tell them it's okay, but they're firm about it.

It really is all right. They won't bother us.

I'm sorry, Ravenpaw, it's just...we've had some bad experiences with twolegs. Old habits die hard, you know.
THE WEATHER GETS BETTER PRETTY FAST.

I DON'T MIND THE EXTRA HUNTING SO MUCH. THERE ARE PLENTY OF MICE IN THE BARN...

THE CLAN KITS USED TO LOVE FEATHERS AND SCRAPS OF MOSS, SO I TRY TO FIND NEW ONES FOR THESE KITS TO PLAY WITH.

THEY LOVE ME! I CAN TELL.

IT JUST SEEMS NATURAL TO KEEP DOING THE HUNTING FOR THEM, TOO.

HEY, RAVENPAW, YOU GOT THAT FRESH-KILL FOR US YET?

ON MY WAY, SNAPPER!

WELL, IF YOU COULD HURRY UP WITH IT, THAT'D BE GREAT. WE'RE GETTING HUNGRY.

DON'T YOU WORRY. I'LL HAVE A MOUSE FOR YOU IN NO TIME FLAT!
It's a great time. I feel so happy! That is, until one afternoon, when Barley says something that takes me totally off guard.

Ravenpaw... I need to talk to you.

What is it? Something wrong?

Maybe. I just... I don't like the looks of our guests.

What? Oh, come on, what could you not like about them? Have you seen those kits?

Well, you know what I think isn't right? It isn't right that you're not trying harder.

I can't put a paw on it, but something isn't right.

Those cats are our friends! They came to us for help, and I intend to help them.

Oh, hey—look at that feather!

The kits will love it!
I don't know what's bothering barley about Willie and the other visitors.

I think they're great. Willie especially—he's always so interested in how the farm works...

...even if he doesn't understand everything to begin with.

Willie! Hey, Willie!

Yes, Ravenpaw?

You can't actually get out of the barn that way. Up here, this just connects to the place where the chickens live.
ALL RIGHT. SO...?

WELL, WE DON'T HUNT THE CHICKENS. IT ISN'T LIKE OUT IN THE WILD.

HERE, THEY BELONG TO THE TWOLEGs, SO WE LEAVE THEM ALONE.

OH...SO YOU DON'T HUNT THEM AT ALL? EVER?

NOPE, NOT EVER. WE DON'T EVEN THINK OF THEM AS PREY.

THAT'S SIMPLY THE WAY IT IS.

ALL RIGHT, THEN. IF YOU DON'T HUNT THEM, NEITHER WILL WE.

I'M REALLY GLAD YOU'RE HERE TO EXPLAIN THINGS LIKE THIS TO US.

SEEMS LIKE THE FARM IS A VERY UNDERSTANDING, VERY--WELL, A VERY LOGICAL PLACE TO LIVE.

YEAH, I GUESS SO. BARLEY AND I LIKE IT, ANYWAY.
I start noticing that I’m seeing barley less and less. Don’t know what he’s off doing...

But I hardly have time to worry about it. Too much fresh-kill to catch for our visitors!

Here, like this. Make sure your claws are all the way out...

...and aim for the throat. That’ll put the other cat down for good.

Here, practice on these dead mice. I’ll tell you if you’re doing it right.

Yes, Snapper!
The next time I get a chance to chat with my best friend, he's still on the same ridiculous subject.

I'm telling you, he was teaching them death blows! Who teaches death blows to kits?

Plus, he told them to play with their food! That's forbidden by the Warrior Code, isn't it?

This is nonsense, Barley. You must have seen one thing and thought you saw another.

Snapper was probably just trying to tire them out, so they'd sleep better.

Those kits are precious, Barley. We have to protect them and help the other cats as best we can.

But...but...

If you're not willing to do that, fine. But I'm going to.
BARLEY DOESN'T SAY ANYTHING ELSE ABOUT OUR VISITORS FOR A WHILE.

I'M HOPING HE'S FORGOTTEN ABOUT IT.

I THOUGHT YOU HAD A PLAN, BOSS, THAT'S ALL I'M SAYING.

I DO HAVE A PLAN. BUT YOU HAVE TO BE PATIENT.

I WANT OUR OWN TERRITORY, LIKE YOU PROMISED--REMEMBER?

AND YOU'LL GET IT! BUT YOU HAVE TO REMEMBER WHO'S IN CHARGE HERE!

OKAY, WILLIE. YOU'RE RIGHT. YOU'RE IN CHARGE. I'LL WAIT.

YOU DO WHAT I SAY, AND WE'LL COME OUT OF THIS JUST FINE.
THEN, A QUARTER MOON AFTER THEY ARRIVED, WILLIE SPRINGS A SURPRISE OF HIS OWN ON ME.

RAVENPAW, LISTEN, YOU'VE BEEN SO GOOD TO US...

...BUT WE THINK IT'S TIME WE MOVED ON.

M-MOVED ON? YOU MEAN, YOU'RE LEAVING?

BUT...BUT THE KITS...

THAT'S THE THING. THE KITS ARE STRONG ENOUGH TO WALK NOW.
AND WE CAN'T JUST STAY HERE AND SOAK UP YOUR GENEROSITY FOREVER.

WE HAVE TO MAKE OUR OWN WAY IN THE WORLD.

I...I GUESS I UNDERSTAND THAT.

BUT YOU COULD STAY HERE, YOU KNOW. SERIOUSLY, AS LONG AS YOU WANTED TO.

RAVENPAW!

OH, LITTLE ONES! I'LL MISS YOU.

RAVENPAW! RAVENPAW!
IT'S BEEN AN HONOR, WATCHING SUCH FINE KITS GROW.
GOOD LUCK, WILLIE. YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS ALWAYS WILL BE WELCOME HERE.

YES, GOOD LUCK. I HOPE YOU FIND A PLACE TO CALL YOUR OWN SOON.

I APPRECIATE THAT, BARLEY. AND SOMETHING TELLS ME WE WILL.

DO WE HAVE TO GO? CAN'T WE STAY?

PLEASE? PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE?

KITS! YOUR FATHER SAID TO COME ON!

YES, SNAPPER.
IT'S HARD WATCHING THEM WALK AWAY.

I'LL MISS THEM TERRIBLY.

I'M SURE BARLEY FEELS THE SAME WAY.

WOW, THE BARN SURE LOOKS...
BARLEY DOESN'T UNDERSTAND. HE WAS NEVER A CLAN CAT. HAVING ALL THE OTHER CATS AROUND, HELPING WITH THE KITS...

I CAN FINALLY START CLEANING UP THIS PLACE, TOO.

OUR VISITORS MADE QUITE A MESS WHILE THEY WERE HERE.

ALL THIS PEACE AND QUIET. IT'S SUCH A NICE CHANGE!

MAYBE I WAS WRONG. MAYBE I MISSED CLAN LIFE MORE THAN I'D REALIZED.

THAT NIGHT, BARLEY BRINGS UP HIS FAVORITE SUBJECT.

WHAT? ALL I'M SAYING IS THAT I NEVER ENJOYED TALKING TO THEM.

AND WHAT OF IT, ANYWAY? I HELPED YOU DO THE HUNTING FOR THEM, DIDN'T I?
YEAH, BUT YOU STILL TREATED THEM LIKE INTRUDERS!

WOULD IT HAVE KILLED YOU TO BE NICE TO THEM?

munch munch munch

OH, PLEASE.

YOU ARE WAY TOO TRUSTING. YOU DIDN’T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THOSE CATS!

YOU KNEW NOTHING ABOUT ME, EITHER!

NO, BUT YOU WERE A CLAN CAT. THAT MADE A DIFFERENCE.

OH, YEAH? WELL I’M NOT A CLAN CAT NOW, AM I?

LOOK, RAVENPAW, I SAW YOU WITH THOSE KITS. YOU WISH YOU STILL LIVED IN THE CLAN, DON’T YOU?

HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT? YOU KNOW I DIDN’T FIT IN THERE.

BUT...

DO YOU REALLY FIT IN HERE?
I don't know. The only thing I do know...

What if Barley is right? What if I am a clan cat, deep down?

...is that I miss those kits so much that it's killing me.
Sniff
Sniff

Spark

Hmmm, funny scent.

Spark
Spark

Szizzle

Piece of hay must've gotten stuck on that twoleg light outside.
HUH? WHAT'S--? THOUGHT I HEARD SOMETHING.

RAVENPAW!

OH, NOW HE FINALLY WANTS TO TALK.

RAVENPAW!

RAVENPAW!

WELL, I WON'T GIVE HIM THE SATISFACTION. I W--
HM?

MRRAOWRR!

RAVENPAW!
GET DOWN FROM THERE!

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT? ARE YOU HURT?

I'M FINE! I'M FINE!

LET'S GET OUT OF HERE!
EVERYTHING'S GOING CRAZY OUT HERE! THE BARN'S ON FIRE...

...THE DOGS ARE ABOUT TO BREAK THEIR OWN NECKS, JERKING AGAINST THEIR CHAINS...

...AND THE MALE TWOLEG IS MOVING FASTER THAN I'VE EVER SEEN HIM MOVE BEFORE.

YES, IT'S OUR BARN! HURRY, PLEASE, HURRY!

I CAN'T TELL WHAT THE FEMALE'S DOING. I GUESS SHE'S NOT AS UPSET ABOUT THE FIRE AS THE MALE IS.
IT TAKES A FEW HEARTBEATS, BUT I FINALLY REALIZE IT:

BARLEY SAVED MY LIFE.

AND I DON'T EVEN HAVE TIME TO SAY THANK YOU.

ARROOOOOO!

YIPE! YIPE! YIPE! YIPE!
WE HAVE TO SAVE THE DOGS!

WELL, WE CAN'T JUST LET THEM DIE!

WHAT?! YOU'RE CRAZY!

I CAN'T WAIT FOR BARLEY TO MAKE UP HIS MIND.

I HAVE TO DO SOMETHING NOW.

I MUST BE CRAZY, TOO.

THANK STARCLAN, HE DECIDES TO COME WITH ME.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO DO THIS!

YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND! I'M NOT LEAVING YOU TO DO THIS ALONE.
FOLLOW ME!

YIPE! YIPE! YIPE! YIPE!

THE DOGS’ BARKING GETS LOUDER AND LOUDER...

MORE AND MORE DESPERATE.

I JUST HAVE TO HOPE...

...THAT WE MAKE IT IN TIME.
BARR-AHR-AHR-AHR!

ARRRROOOOOO!

Okay, let's go.

All right, all right... we can't break the chains...

...but they're attached to this thing, and it's just stuck in the ground.

WELL, ARE YOU GOOD AT DIGGING?

Let's find out.
The air is horrible as we dig, filled with the stench of dogs and burning wood...

Roaring flames...

Heat...

The metal is so hot that it starts to burn my paws, but we don't give up, and finally...

...it starts to come loose.
NATURALLY, THE DOGS PICK THAT INSTANT TO NOTICE WE'RE THERE.

BAHR-AHR-AHR-AHR-AHR!

SNAP

MROOWWWWRR!
BARLEY AND I HEAR SOMETHING HOWLING, SOMETHING REALLY BIG, AND IT'S GETTING CLOSER!

BUT ALL WE CAN THINK ABOUT IS GETTING OFF THAT ROOF. AND THE NEAREST, COOLEST WAY TO DO THAT...

...IS TO ENTER THE TWOLEG NEST.
IT'S LIKE SOME KIND OF NIGHTMARE IN THERE.

I KNOW THE TWOLEG MUST BE HAPPY LIVING IN A NEST LIKE THIS...

...BUT I DON'T EVER WANT TO COME BACK IN HERE AGAIN!

NOT EVER.
WE BETTER GO SEE WHAT'S HAPPENING.

HAAH...UH-HAAH... UH-HAAH...

UGH! EVERYTHING SMELLS LIKE SMOKE.

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

WOW! THAT'S MORE TWELEGES THAN I'VE EVER SEEN IN ONE PLACE BEFORE. I HOPE THEY'RE NOT HERE TO STAY.

YEAH. I THINK SO.

HEY, LOOK-- THE DOGS ARE SAFE.

AND ARE THEY EVER GOING TO THANK US? NO.

THEY'RE DOGS, RAVENPAW. IT'S NOT AS IF THEY'RE GOING TO TALK TO US.

YEAH, YEAH, I KNOW. UNGRATEFUL MUTTS...
I don't really bear the dogs any ill will. I'm proud that we managed to save them.

And I do like the twolegs. I'm glad they're so happy that the dogs are safe.

Hey.

Huh? What?

Before you get too happy...

...Take a look at our home.
THE REST OF THE NIGHT IS PRETTY MISERABLE.

SEEING AS THE COWS AREN’T USING IT, WE SNEAK INTO THEIR PLACE...

...AND CURL UP AS BEST WE CAN. THE HAY IS DIRTY AND SMELLS LIKE COW POOP.

BUT WE ARE BOTH TOO TIRED TO CARE.
THE NEXT FEW DAYS ARE TOUGH.

THE BARN IS STILL STANDING, YES--

FLAP FLAP FLAPETTA

NOT TO MENTION, THE THING THE TWOLEGs PUT ACROSS THE TOP MAKES SO MUCH NOISE--

--BUT IT IS TOO WRECKED TO USE AS A PROPER HOME.

--IT'S SCARED ALMOST ALL THE MICE AWAY.
FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE I GOT HERE...

...FOOD IS SCARCE.

BAHR-ahr-ahr-ahr-ahr!

YOU WERE RIGHT.

THEY ARE UNGRATEFUL MUTTS.
No more leisurely walks for us. Now we have to work hard to find enough food.

And a few days after the fire, we find something else, too.

RAVENPAW?

Yeah?

Come take a look at this, would you?

I’m assuming you didn’t kill that rabbit?

Wasn’t me.

Could it have been a fox?

Maybe, but there’s no scent of one. ’Course, it’s been raining so much, it’s hard to tell.
WE DON'T THINK TOO MUCH ABOUT THE DEAD RABBIT TO BEGIN WITH. BUT THEN...

WHAT IS IT?

A... A SCENT. I THOUGHT I...

NAH. I THOUGHT I RECOGNIZED IT, BUT I MUST'VE BEEN IMAGINING THINGS.

WELL, MAYBE IT'S JUST ME, BUT SINCE THE FIRE, I'VE HAD A HARD TIME SMELLING ANYTHING BUT SMOKE.

SCRATCH

SCRATCH

SCRATCH

IT ISN'T JUST YOU.
Maybe we should both be more alert, after the strangeness out in the field... but we're so tired.

The tiredness goes away fast when we both hear something.

Skrith

Rattle skrith

What do you think it is? Raccoon? Maybe a possum?

Not sure.
AND THEN...

...I SEE THE LAST THING I EXPECTED TO SEE.

HEY! YOU CAME BACK!

THIS IS GREAT! BUT... WHAT ARE YOU DOING UP HERE? WHY DIDN'T YOU COME SAY HELLO TO US?
HEH.

GO!

SQUAAAWK! SQUAWWK SQUAAAWK!

WAIT! WAIT! WHAT ARE THEY DOING?

RAVENPAW, ARE YOU BLIND?!
They're attacking the chickens!

Stop!
You can't do that!

Those are your rules.
Things are different for us.
NO!
NO, YOU CAN'T!

WHAM

SQUAAWK!

HISSS

STOP!

PLEASE, YOU HAVE TO STOP!

GRAB ALL YOU CAN! WE'RE EATIN' GOOD TONIGHT!
THE REALIZATION IS SO PAINFUL THAT IT FEELS LIKE MY HEAD’S GOING TO SPLIT IN HALF.

BARLEY WAS RIGHT. FROM THE VERY BEGINNING, HE WAS RIGHT.

AND I’VE BEEN SUCH A FOOL.
WE HAVE TO GO AFTER THEM! THEY'VE GOT-- THEY--

RAVENPAW.
THOSE CHICKS ARE DEAD.

I CAN'T EVEN SAY THE WORDS YET. I'M SORRY. I SHOULD'VE BELIEVED YOU...

I'M HOPING HE KNOWS IT ALREADY, THOUGH. I THINK HE DOES.

WELL...
I...UH...

I GUESS WE'D BETTER DO WHAT WE CAN TO CLEAN UP IN HERE.
SLAM

SQUAAWK!
SQUAWK
SQUAAWK!

GET! GET AWAY!

EAT MY CHICKENS, WILL YOU? FILTHY BEASTS!

GET AWAY FROM HERE BEFORE I FETCH MY SHOTGUN!
I'll have no hen-killers in my barn!

Get out of here!

I've never seen the twoleg like this! He's terrifying!

I'm more afraid of him now than I ever was of the dogs!

So we run. We run until I hear him stop chasing us...
Suddenly, thoughts of the Twoleg go right out of my head.

Are you in trouble?

We're going to live here now. You're not welcome anymore.

What do you want?

Willie promised us a new home.

Heh. Never should've doubted him.
Ever since Scourge died, living in Twolegsplace has been too hard... too many cats trying to be leader of Bloodclan.

But... I don’t understand! You could’ve stayed as long as you wanted!

We’re going to start our own clan!

You’re from Bloodclan...? I knew I recognized you!

This is our territory.

What are you--? Oh, you want to fight us?

Ha! You’ve gone soft, both of you. Do you really think you can drive us out?

We’ll try.
AND WE DO TRY.

BUT IT HAS BEEN A LONG TIME SINCE EITHER OF US HAS HAD TO FIGHT.

AND THEY OUTNUMBER US TWO TO ONE.
WILLIE'S KITS FIGHT BETTER'N YOU DO.

AAOWR!

SAY GOOD-BYE, RAVENPAW.
STOP IT!

MINTY SAVES OUR LIVES. MAYBE...MAYBE BECAUSE I WAS SO KIND TO HER KITS.

THEY'VE LEARNED THEIR LESSON, ALL RIGHT?

THERE'S NO NEED TO KILL ANY MORE CATS!

ALL RIGHT, ALL RIGHT. WE'LL LET YOU LEAVE IN PEACE.

BUT REMEMBER: THIS IS OUR TERRITORY NOW, AND WE'RE NOT GOING TO SHARE ANY OF IT--OR ANY OF OUR PREY--WITH YOU. SO DON'T EVEN THINK ABOUT COMING BACK.

WE CAN'T LET THEM DO THIS, BARLEY. WE CAN'T JUST ROLL OVER.

RAVENPAW... WE DON'T HAVE ANY CHOICE.
I don't know where to go now. Neither of us does. Without the farm, what do we have?

We just find the first flat spot that's sort of out of the rain, and collapse there.

At least I can try to set one thing right.

I'm sorry I got mad at you. I was wrong. I was so wrong. And you were right.

I don't miss the clans. I promise.

Yeah, well, as far as that goes...

Ah, don't worry about it. I'm sorry we fought, too.

I guess we can both miss the farm now, huh?
I don't know where we'll go or what we'll do when we wake up, but without any destination in mind...

...the Highstones seem as good a choice as anywhere else.

We heading up there?

I guess.

We'll find another farm. Don't worry.

I don't...I...Barley, it's just now hitting me. I've never fit in. Anywhere.

Is it me? Is there something wrong with me?

I try. I try not to worry.

And I'm almost successful.
IT TAKES LONGER THAN I THOUGHT IT WOULD TO REACH THE HIGHSTONES. WE'RE ALREADY GETTING TIRED...

...AND THEN THE WEATHER DECIDES NOT TO DO US ANY FAVORs.

ARE WE THERE YET?

ALMOST!

RHOWR. I HAVEN'T BEEN THIS COLD AND WET SINCE...  

HUH. I DON'T THINK I'VE EVER BEEN THIS COLD AND WET!
What exactly are you looking for up here, anyway?

This.

This is the tunnel to the moonstone.

And... that's what, again? Remind me.

The first time I came here, I was with Dustpaw and Sandpaw.

They were so excited about the possibility of sharing tongues with Starclan... we all were.

I let Barley know that the moonstone is sacred to the clans. It's where leaders come to get their nine lives...

...and where the medicine cats meet each Half-Moon to talk to their warrior ancestors in their dreams.

Every clan apprentice makes the journey once. It's a ritual, a part of being a clan cat.
I never expected to be here like this.

Come on. In here.

Are you sure this is the Moonstone Tunnel? It looks like a badger hole to me.

Yes, I'm sure.

No badgers?

No badgers.

'Cause I'm too tired and too cold and too wet to face anything like that right now.

We're safe. I promise.

Can't promise anything about not being wet, though.

Splash

Splash
There’s hardly any light. Even straining to look, I can barely see anything.

But I know where we are. I know what that is, waiting there in the chamber.

WOW. It’s really dark in here. I mean, there’s dark, and then there’s this. I can’t tell if my eyes are open or closed.

Well, this is the place. This is where we want to be.

Just—just find a dry spot and get some sleep, all right?

Oh, believe me. Falling asleep tonight... that’s not going to be a problem.
I know I'm dreaming. I have to be dreaming, as cats start coming out of the woods.

Whistorm, and Bluestar, and Spottedleaf...cats from ThunderClan.

Cats who've...died.
I'M IN STARCLAN!

GREETINGS, RAVENPAW.

IT'S GOOD TO SEE YOU, YOUNG ONE.

YOU'RE LOOKING WELL.

YOU... YOU KNOW WHO I AM?

I THOUGHT YOU'D HAVE FORGOTTEN ABOUT ME!
NEVER.
WE HAVE SEEN THAT YOU AND BARLEY ARE IN TROUBLE. LISTEN TO US.

YOU HAVE AS MUCH RIGHT TO LIVE ON THE FARM AS THE CLANS HAVE TO LIVE IN THE FOREST. THAT IS YOUR HOME.

YOU HELPED YOUR FORMER CLANMATES IN THE BATTLE AGAINST SCOURGE. THEY WILL HELP YOU NOW.

GO TO FIRESTAR. TELL HIM WHAT HAS HAPPENED.
BUT...I TURNED MY BACK ON THE CLANS! AND ON YOU!

MAYBE NOT, BUT YOU HAVE THEIR FRIENDSHIP.

I DON'T DESERVE THEIR LOYALTY.

AND THAT IS A LOYALTY THAT NEVER DIES.

I'M NOT A CLAN CAT NOW.

GOOD LUCK.

GOOD LUCK.

GOOD LUCK.

THANK YOU.

THANK YOU ALL!
MROW?

BARLEY! BARLEY! WAKE UP! WAKE UP! YOU HAVE TO WAKE UP!

WHUZZAH? WH-WHAT'S WRONG?

BARLEY, WE HAVE TO GO TO THE FOREST!

HUH? THE FOREST? WHY?

THUNDERCLAN!
THUNDERCLAN WILL HELP US!
#2: A CLAN IN NEED
This whole experience seems like a dream to me.

Getting driven out of the farm... coming here to the Moonstone... seeing StarClan in a dream...
My name’s Ravenpaw.

I was born into ThunderClan, but was forced to leave...

...and I found a new home on the farm, with my best friend, Barley.

Barley’s had a hard time in the past, too. He used to be part of BloodClan, before he escaped.

Twitch twitch

He’s dreaming. I hope it’s not the bad one.
Hang on, Violet...
Hang on, little sister.

I'm almost there.

Oh, thank goodness you're back!

Did anybody follow you?

I don't think so.

But they're out there, aren't they?

...Yes, yes they are.
SCOURGE, PLEASE!

THIS IS WHAT WE DO WITH CATS WHO BREAK THE RULES.

NO!

LEAVE HER ALONE! FIGHT ME, IF YOU MUST! SHE’S DONE NO HARM!

IT’S TRUE. YOU ARE THE ONE WHO TRIED TO LEAVE BLOODCLAN. YOU ARE THE ONE WHO MUST BE PUNISHED...

...AND WHAT BETTER PUNISHMENT COULD THERE BE... THAN FOR YOU TO WATCH YOUR SISTER DIE RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU.

NO!
I don’t know everything about that time in his life, but I know his sister almost died. Sometimes he relives that.

You all right?

Just...just a dream.

The same one? ...about Violet?

Yeah.

Well, you’re awake now...and we know Violet’s safe...and it’s time to go.

Thunderclan’s going to help us. Starclan told me so.

We can find another home, in another barn, you know.
I know we could. It's just...how far will you run?

We were chased out of our homes before--I left ThunderClan and you fled from BloodClan. We can't let it happen again.

ThunderClan will help us.

Firestar himself said we should go to him if we ever get in trouble. Didn't he?

Look, I know you don't like being around a lot of other cats.

Hrmph.

But we'll go in peace--and be welcomed--and we won't stay long.

Fine, fine...fine, we'll go. And I won't complain.

Much.
TO GET TO THUNDERCLAN TERRITORY, WE HAVE TO RETRACE OUR STEPS...

...WHICH TAKES US RIGHT PAST THE FARM. OUR RIGHTFUL HOME.

AND THERE THEY ARE: THE ROGUES WHO DROVE US OUT. ACTING AS IF THEY OWN THE PLACE.

IT'S A HARD SIGHT TO TAKE.

WE'LL GET OUR HOME BACK, BARLEY. WE WILL.

YOU'LL SEE.
WE HAVE TO CROSS WINDCLAN TERRITORY, TOO. CROSSING FAMILIAR GROUND LIKE THIS...

...IT TAKES ME BACK TO WHEN I FIRST CAME HERE...AS AN EAGER YOUNG THUNDERCLAN APPRENTICE, ON MY WAY TO HIGHSTONES FOR THE FIRST TIME.

I KNOW WE'RE DOING THE RIGHT THING. I CAN FEEL IT.

SUDDENLY THE SOUND OF MANY RUNNING CATS BREAKS ME OUT OF MY MEMORIES.

WHAT'S THAT?

I DON'T KNOW. BE READY.

WHEN YOU SAID WE WERE GOING TO BE WELCOMED, THIS ISN'T WHAT I HAD IN MIND!
JUST STAY CALM. DON'T MAKE ANY SUDDEN MOVES.

WE'LL BE FINE.

WHAT ARE YOU ROGUES! DOING HERE? DID YOU STEAL OUR KIT?

HUH?

WE DIDN'T STEAL ANYTHING.

HEY! I KNOW YOU, RAVENPAW! RIGHT?

AND IT'S BARLEY, ISN'T IT? WE MET LAST GREENLEAF. I'M MUDCLAW.
These cats are not our enemies. Ravenpaw here used to be in Thunderclan.

Hmph. Sounds like an enemy to me.

What's going on? There's a kit missing.

'Fraid so. Little dark gray scrap named Crowkit.

Can't stay out of trouble, that one, and he sneaked out this morning before dawn.

We're all a bit jumpy and worried. Rogues have been causing trouble in Shadowclan and Thunderclan territories.

Ever since the battle with Bloodclan.

Well, we're on our way to Thunderclan right now, but we'll definitely keep our eyes open for you.

Thanks!

Good-bye!
THE CLOSER WE GET TO THUNDERCLAN TERRITORY, THE MORE EXCITED I GET. IT'S LIKE A HOMECOMING, SORT OF.

HEY! LET'S GO TO THE CAMP BY WAY OF FOURTREES!

I CAN SHOW YOU WHAT THE GATHERING SPOT IS LIKE WHEN IT'S NOT COVERED UP WITH A BUNCH OF FIGHTING CATS.

UH...YEAH, OKAY.

SEE? ISN'T THIS PLACE GREAT?

I GUESS SO.

AND THERE'S THE GREAT ROCK!

ONCE EVERY FULL MOON, THE CLAN LEADERS STAND UP THERE TO ADDRESS ALL THE CATS.
MMM-HMM.

HEH--
DO YOU HEAR
THAT?

LET ME GUESS.

CROWKIT, RIGHT?

YOU MIND TELLING
US WHAT IT IS YOU'RE
DOING, EXACTLY?

I WANT TO SEE WHAT
IT'S LIKE TO BE A LEADER!
BUT, UH...

...I CAN'T CLimb
THE ROCK.

OH--HI!
YOUR CLAN IS LOOKING FOR YOU, YOU KNOW. THEY'RE ALL WORRIED SICK ABOUT YOU.

I DON'T KNOW WHY. THEY DON'T TAKE ANY NOTICE OF ME.

WELL, THEY WILL NOW.

COME ON, LET'S GO FIND YOUR CLANMATES.

I COULDN'T FIGURE OUT HOW TO CLimb IT, Y'KNOW.

YOU JUST DIDN'T GIVE ME ENOUGH TIME.

YES, YES, IT'S ALL OUR FAULT.

STEP LIVELY, KIT. THE FASTER YOU'RE BACK WITH YOUR CLAN...

"...THE FASTER EVERYTHING SETTLES DOWN."

UH-OH... I DON'T LIKE THE SOUND OF THAT...

MIGHT BE A LITTLE LATE FOR THINGS TO SETTLE DOWN.

HEY, I THINK I HEAR MUDCLAW!
DON'T TRY TO DENY IT! YOU CROSSED THE THUNDERCLAN BORDER!

I DON'T DENY IT, DUSTPELT! NOW WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH CROWKIT?

OH, ACCUSE US OF THAT ONE MORE TIME, YOU RAT! SEE HOW FAST I TAKE YOUR HEAD OFF!

THESE CATS DO NOTHING BUT FIGHT!
IT’S OKAY! EVERYONE! IT’S OKAY! WE FOUND HIM!

NO NEED TO FIGHT!

RAVENPAW?

WHAT ARE YOU DOING IN WINDCLAN? HAVE YOU JOINED THEM NOW?

THERE YOU ARE! THANK STARCLAN YOU'RE SAFE!

AW, HEY, THAT’S ENOUGH! GET OFF O’ ME!

I CAN SEE THE SUSPICION IN DUSTPELT’S EYES...
...but they're gone before we get a chance to talk.

We have no choice but to follow them back toward their camp.

Has WindClan sent you to spy, Ravenpaw?

Traitor!

This is a bad idea! Let's go!

No! We've done nothing wrong.

We come in peace, Dustpelt. We were only passing through WindClan territory and happened to find the kit.

We need to speak with Firestar.
Dustpelt soon realizes that it doesn’t make any sense for a spy to ask to see the clan leader.

He agrees to take us to the camp.

Along the way we stop so he can dig up some fresh-kill they’d buried for safekeeping.

This is all starting to feel so familiar! I’ve buried prey beneath that tree myself!

And the gorse tunnel... the entrance to the Thunderclan camp. Suddenly my heart speeds up...!
AND HERE IT IS! JUST LIKE I REMEMBER!

WILL IT BE LIKE I PROMISED BARLEY? WILL THEY WELCOME US...?

RAVENPAW! IT'S SO GOOD TO SEE YOU!

LOOK, IT'S RAVENPAW AND BARLEY! LET'S GO SAY HELLO!

THANK STARCLAN.

PHEW!

GO TELL FIRESTAR WE HAVE VISITORS!
WHO ARE THEY?

I'VE NEVER SEEN THEM BEFORE!

THAT'S RAVENPAW AND BARLEY. THEY'RE ROGUES, BUT THEY'RE THE BEST KIND OF ROGUES.

THEY HELPED THUNDERCLAN WHEN WE NEEDED IT THE MOST.

YOU'VE HAD LITTLE ONES! THEY'RE BEAUTIFUL!

YOU AND FIRESTAR MUST BE SO PROUD!

I RECOGNIZE FIRESTAR'S MATE, SANDSTORM, AT ONCE. BUT THOSE KITS WITH HER...

THAT WE ARE, OLD FRIEND.
SEEMS LIKE ONLY YESTERDAY THAT YOU AND I WERE THAT YOUNG, DOESN'T IT?
RAVENPAW, WELCOME BACK!

WELL...

BARLEY, WELCOME TO THUNDERCLAN.

EVERYTHING SEEMS RIGHT HERE. ESPECIALLY WITH FIRESTAR. THE CATS ALL LOVE HIM.

THANK YOU, FIRESTAR.

FIRESTAR OBVIOUSLY WANTS TO PUT US AT EASE.

ARE YOU HUNGRY? THERE'S ENOUGH TO SHARE.

I DECIDE NOT TO BRING UP OUR TROUBLES UNTIL HE'S READY.
I'm grateful that he doesn't wait very long, though.

I...well, you see, it's...

What brings you to Thunderclan, Ravenpaw?

To my surprise, the words won't come. I've been away from the clan too long. I've forgotten how to ask for help.

I can see you're in trouble. There is nothing you can't ask.

Thunderclan remembers that you and Barley came to our aid to defeat Bloodclan.

We need your help, Firestar.
I TELL HIM EVERYTHING.

THE ROGLIES, THE FIRE, ALL OF IT.

WITH THE HELP OF SOME OF YOUR WARRIORS, WE CAN DRIVE OUT THE ROGLIES.

SO...

WHAT WE'D REALLY LIKE...IS A THUNDERCLAN PATROL TO COME BACK TO THE FARM WITH US.

AND GET OUR HOME BACK.
WAS I WRONG TO ASK, FIRESTAR?

NO.

WE'LL DO WHAT WE CAN.

NOW YOU MUST REST IN OUR CAMP.
NEITHER BARLEY NOR I UNDERSTAND WHAT HAPPENED THIS AFTERNOON.

THERE'S SOMETHING WRONG...SOMETHING FIRESTAR ISN'T TELLING US.

I JUST WISH WE KNEW WHAT IT WAS.

GET CINDERPELT!

HURRY!
Here, you first. We've got to stop that bleeding.

Do you think your leg is broken?

No, I don't think so...I can put a little weight on it...

There's been another ambush!

Ambush? What is this?

This moss will stop the bleeding.
I wait a few minutes for the panic to die down before I try to figure anything out.

Firestar?

What's going on? What happened to your patrol?

Cats have been coming from Twolegplace, launching raids on ThunderClan territory.

Attacking ThunderClan patrols and stealing prey.

I had hoped the trouble with Twolegplace rogues would have stopped, now that Scourge is dead...

...but it hasn't. And these raids are getting more frequent.
YOU CAN'T SPARE A PATROL TO HELP US, CAN YOU?

NO. NOT RIGHT NOW.

I DO WANT TO HELP, BUT MY CLAN IS SUFFERING. I MUST FIRST FIND A WAY TO PROTECT MY CLAN. THEN I WILL HELP YOU.

YOU AND BARLEY ARE WELCOME IN OUR CAMP, THOUGH.

PLEASE STAY AS LONG AS YOU WANT.

IF WE STAY, WE'LL TAKE PART IN HUNTING PATROLS. WE DON'T WANT TO BE A BURDEN.

THANKS. WE NEED ALL THE HEALTHY WARRIORS WE CAN GET.

I'M... I'M NOT A WARRIOR, FIRESTAR. I NEVER WILL BE. BUT I'LL STILL HELP.
OUR FIRST PATROL IS THE NEXT MORNING AT DAWN.

TWO STRONG WARRIORS, GRAYSTRIPES AND CLOUDBOARD, ARE READY TO GO AND WAITING FOR US.

OF COURSE, SOME OF US ARE MORE READY TO GO THAN OTHERS. I DON’T THINK BARLEY’S EVER HAD TO WAKE UP THIS EARLY.

COME ON, BARLEY, LET’S GO! THEY’RE WAITING!

JUS’ LEMME SLEEP A LITTLE MORE. JUS’ A LITTLE SNOOZE.

GET UP!
IT'S A SUCCESSFUL PATROL. WE'VE GOT A DAY'S WORTH OF FRESH-KILL...

...AND WE'RE STARTING TO THINK EVERYTHING'S GOING TO BE QUIET.

WE'RE MISTAKEN ABOUT THAT.
Thanks for catching all this, Blunderclan! We'll take it off your paws now!

Filthy rogues...they've got no right to do this. We can't let them get away with it!
BUT THEN--RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF EVERYTHING--

--SOMETHING STRANGE HAPPENS.

BARLEY REACTS AS IF THE CAT WITH THE TORN EAR HADN'T SAID ANYTHING AT ALL...

HEY! HEY! YOU!
...and then there's no more time to think about it, as another ThunderClan patrol arrives.

Back! Back now!

We got what we came for!

We watch them go. They've stolen or ruined all of our fresh-kill.

And I still don't know what to think about that cat who seemed to recognize Barley. Did they know each other before?
AND IT TURNS OUT I WASN'T THE ONLY ONE WHO NOTICED, EITHER.

DID YOU KNOW THOSE CATS?

...NO. NO, I DIDN'T.

REALLY? BECAUSE THEY SEEMED TO KNOW YOU.

GRAYSTRIPES DOESN'T GET THE CHANCE TO KEEP ASKING BARLEY QUESTIONS.

Mew!

BUT I CAN TELL HE'S NOT FINISHED WITH THIS.
"Those cats back there..."

...You knew them when you were in Bloodclan, didn’t you?

That part of my life is over. I don’t want to talk about it.
I know how much Barley has suffered because of BloodClan. If he doesn’t want to talk, I’m not going to pressure him.

It’s not just me involved, though.

Barley.

May we speak with you?
Barley, I don't mean to be insensitive. I know you have an unpleasant history with these cats.

But if you know where they live, ThunderClan can take the fight to them...

...and show them that they can't keep raiding our territory.

So? Can you help us?

Look, I don't know those cats! I don't know where they live!

I can't help you!
That shoulder going to be all right?

I hope so. It's pretty stiff.

Where's the food, Sandstorm? We're hungry!

Can't we have at least a mouse?

I'm sorry, kits. We have to make do without today.

I can hear the pain and hunger from the camp. I know Barley can, too.

I know what BloodClan did to you. But these are my friends.

Can we really let them suffer?
The next day comes, along with the crying of kits and the rumbling of empty bellies.

And Barley still might as well be made of stone, for all the noise he makes.

Don't worry, Sandstorm. We're heading out now. I know where there's some good hunting.

We'll have those kits fed before you know it.

Good luck, you two!
I keep trying to think of things to say to Barley, to get him to come around. But they all sound stupid in my head...

...so I keep my mouth shut. Hours pass...

...and then...

Help! Help! I need help, please!

Rainpaw! What's wrong? Where's your sister?

Sorrelpaw--it was rogues! They hurt her bad! Please, Firestar--
--Don't let my sister die!

Warriors! Form a rescue party, now!

We've got a clanmate to save!

Barley... We should help them.

Let's go.
OH PLEASE OH PLEASE
DON'T LET HER BE DEAD
PLEASE PLEASE...

SORRELPAW!

RAINPAW...YOU
CAME BACK FOR ME...

OF COURSE
I DID....!

WE'RE GOING TO
GET YOU FIXED UP!
I PROMISE!

THE ROGUES...
I DIDN'T SEE THEM
COMING...THERE WERE
SO MANY OF THEM...

HUSH NOW,
SORRELPAW...DON'T TALK.
SAVE YOUR STRENGTH.
MY LITTLE SISTER'S GOING TO BE OKAY, ISN'T SHE?

I HOPE SO, RAINPAW. I HOPE SHE IS.

I TRIED TO PROTECT HER. THEY JUST..., THEY CAME OUT OF NOWHERE...

THEY TRIED TO KILL MY SISTER, TOO.

I'LL... I'LL HELP.

LET'S GO TALK TO FIRESTAR.
That night, Firestar calls a council of all the clan warriors, and everyone listens hard to what Barley has to say.

I know how difficult this is for him. I’m so proud of him for doing it!

Those were BloodClan cats that attacked us, but it’s more than that. They were some of Scourge’s closest advisors.
The big one with the short tail was Snipe—one of Scourge's guards.

But, listen, all of you... I've been away from Twolegplace a long time. Things will have changed. What I know might not help you now.

Barley... do you think Violet might help us?

Ravenpaw, you know— you know—Scourge hurt her badly before we escaped. She almost died.

But she lives in Twolegplace. She may be able to help.

Well...

He knows it's the right thing to do. We have to help ThunderClan... and we have to get our home back!

...all right. I'll ask her. Violet wouldn't want anyone to suffer if she could do anything about it.
I HATE GOING INTO TWOLESPLACE.

SSST!
SOMETHING'S COMING!
But I'm pretty sure Barley hates it even more than I do.
IT SEEMS TO TAKE FOREVER TO GET TO THE TWOLEGS' NEST WHERE VIOLET LIVES.

I JUST HOPE SHE'S HOME.

IS SHE THERE? DO YOU SEE HER?

WELL--I SEE A CAT THAT LOOKS LIKE THE ONE YOU DESCRIBED.

IS THAT YOUR SISTER?

VIOLET...

VIOLET.

HMM...? WHO'S THERE?

...BARLEY?

BARLEY! IT IS YOU! YOU LOOK GREAT!

HOW ARE YOU? WHO'S THIS? TELL ME EVERYTHING!
I want to get caught up, Violet, I really do. But we have something important we have to ask you.

Barley fills her in on everything that’s happened as quickly as he can. I hate to see her happiness fade so fast.

I’ve been hearing rumors about ex-Bloodclan cats getting together. They say they’re getting organized again.

My friends and I don’t leave our yards much, but...word gets around. And--

--sometimes, down the alleys, I think I can hear fighting.

It was much better after Scourge went, but it started to get bad again about a moon ago.

Is there one cat in charge? Where does he live?

I don’t know, but I can find out. No more cats should suffer!

Violet is impressive. She’s so brave, and positive!

It took Barley so long to work up this kind of courage, but she’s ready to go, on the spot.
WELL...I GUESS THERE'S NOTHING FOR IT BUT TO DO IT.

COME ON, THIS WAY.

WHERE ARE WE GOING?

TO TALK TO A FRIEND OF MINE.

MITZI?

RRHAOWRR!

VIOLET, YOU ALMOST STARTLED ME TO DEATH!

IT'S NOT POLITE TO SNEAK UP ON A GIRL IN THE MIDDLE OF A GOOD ROLL IN THE GRASS, YOU KNOW!

MITZI, I'D LIKE YOU TO MEET MY BROTHER BARLEY, AND HIS FRIEND RAVENPAW. WE NEED TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT THE ROGUES AROUND HERE.
It turns out Mitzi's had more to do with the rogues than we'd known.

They...they took my son. Those monsters from Bloodclan. They just took him one night, and I haven't seen him since.

I followed them, followed his scent, but I didn't dare get close. They're recruiting a new Bloodclan now, with new leadership.

Take us there, Mitzi. Please.

I-I don't know, Violet. What can you three do?

Maybe we can find your son.

It won't be just us. If we can find out where these cats live, there are more who would fight them, too.

A lot more.

With Mitzi convinced, we set out... and the closer we got to this place, even though I hadn't seen it yet, the tenser I got.
That's where they took him.

Cats on guard outside...

It's him. Snipe.
Thank you, Mitzi. This is exactly what we needed to know. Now we have to go.

So... you don't need me to be out here anymore? I can go back home... and you'll bring back my son?

Yes. And thank you again.

All right, now let's get you home, too. Where it's safe.

I don't think so.

I'm coming with you.

What? No! You can't-- it's too dangerous!

I'll be fine.

But... but your housefolk! They'll be so worried!

They let me go out on my own at night. They'll never even know I was gone. I'm coming with you, Barley!
SERIOUSLY, YOU DON'T HAVE TO DO THIS.

I'M COMING WITH YOU.

IT'S REALLY NOT NECESSARY.

DON'T MAKE ME POP YOU ON THE NOSE.

SST! WATCH OUT!
Our news brings with it mixed worry and excitement.

ThunderClan finally knows how to stop these awful attacks...but who knows if every cat will make it back?

Still, it's something that has to be done.

Warriors of ThunderClan!

We attack tonight!

They're all ready to go. A few of them tremble, but no one complains as Firestar speaks to them.
THE PLAN IS SIMPLE. WE GO IN QUIET, STAY HIDDEN UNTIL EVERYONE IS IN PLACE...

...THEN WE HIT THEM HARD AND FAST, AND GET OUT WHILE THEY'RE STILL REELING.

THUNDERCLAN, I SAY THESE WORDS RARELY, BUT--

SHOW NO MERCY.

THESE ROGUES ARE A GROWING FORCE, AND THEY MUST BE STOPPED!

THE BEST WAY TO DO THAT IS TO TARGET THEIR LEADER. WITHOUT LEADERSHIP, THEY'LL BE LEFT IN DISARRAY. BUT--

--I DON'T WANT ANY HEROICS, EITHER. STICK TO YOUR WARRIOR TRAINING. KEEP IT SIMPLE, AND WE'LL BE FINE.

I'LL COME, TOO. YOU CAN COUNT ON ME.

AND YOU, BARLEY? WHERE DO YOU STAND?

I'M NOT LETTING VIOLET GO WITHOUT ME.
WE LEAVE SILENTLY...

...AND THE WHOLE WAY THERE...

...NO ONE SAYS A WORD.

I WISH I FELT AS CONFIDENT AS FIRESTAR LOOKS.
I FOUND IT FIRST. GET YOUR PAWS OFF IT.

YOU GOT THE LAST ONE. IT'S MY TURN.

LEAVE IT, OR I SWEAR I'LL--

THAT WAS... A LITTLE EASIER THAN I WAS EXPECTING.

I'LL...!

LET'S GET INSIDE.
YOU ARE THE NEXT GENERATION.

YOU ARE THE ONES CHOSEN FOR THIS.

AND WE ARE THE ONES WHO WILL GIVE YOU EVERYTHING YOU DESERVE...
...in exchange for your absolute loyalty.

Ready...on my signal...

Violet?

What are you doing?

Hoot!

Jumper!
Every drop of blood in my veins turns to ice when those two monster cats turn and stare at her.

What in StarClan’s name is she doing?

And it’s that moment when it hits me, so hard my legs feel weak. Those two cats...

...they’re colored exactly like Barley! They’re bigger, tougher-looking, but otherwise they’re exactly the same!

Who’s there?

It’s me.

Violet.

Your sister.
"Hoot?" "Jumper?"

We are Snake and Ice. We have no sister.

Bow, kittypet, when you address the leaders of Bloodclan.

Firestar...?

Don't move. Not yet.

I am your sister!

Your names are Hoot and Jumper!

We have no kin other than Bloodclan.
Perhaps she's here to grovel for our protection?

Is that it?

Give her to us, masters.

Yes...let us have her.

Enough!

We have not come to grovel!
I remember these cats now.

Once I taught them a lesson... but it seems they have forgotten. It looks as though they'll have to be taught all over again.

The lesson for today is, weak and feeble cats must die!

Hssss

Rrhaaaahhrrr!

Slatch

B-barley?
THUNDERCLAN!

ATTACK!
SINGLE VOICES GET LOST IN THE SUDDEN STORM OF NOISE.

THE FLOOR OF THE TWOLEG NEST BECOMES A SEA OF CHAOS... BUT ONE CRYSTAL-CLEAR IMAGE SPRINGS OUT AT ME.

WHATEVER HESITATION BARLEY MIGHT ONCE HAVE FELT... IT'S GONE NOW.
These rogues are vicious...

...but they're no warriors. And tonight--for one night--

--Barley and Violet and I are.

Tonight, ThunderClan shows them what real warriors are made of!
DON'T YOU TRY TO RUN, YOU LITTLE TOAD!

MRROWWR!

SANDSTORM! YOU GOT THAT ONE?

I'M DONE WITH THIS ONE. GIVE ME ANOTHER!

WAIT! WAIT!

SCHUNTCH!
AND JUST LIKE THAT...

...THE BATTLE'S OVER.

BUT THINGS STILL AIN'T FINISHED.

ALL RIGHT, YOU TWO. VIOLET AND BARLEY.

BARLEY...VIOLET. WE HAVE THEM BEATEN. NEITHER OF YOU HAS TO DO ANYTHING.

LET'S SAY YOU'VE GOT OUR ATTENTION NOW. LET'S TALK.

I THINK WE DO, FIRESTAR. WE HAVE TO TALK TO THEM...
...IN THE ONLY LANGUAGE THEY UNDERSTAND!

RRHOOWWWW! QUIT IT!

THUNK THUNK THUNK  WAK WAK WAK

OWWWRROOOWWWW! STOP IT! STOP IT!
THE SILENCE IN THIS PLACE IS SO SUDDEN, AND SO PROFOUND...

...I THINK I CAN ACTUALLY HEAR THESE ROGUES' ATTITUDES CHANGING.

WAIT! WAIT!

IT'S JUMPER AND HOOT! REMEMBER US?

WE'RE KIN, LIKE YOU SAID! YOU WOULDN'T HURT YOUR OLD LITTERMATES, WOULD YOU?
OH YES.
I REMEMBER YOU.

AND THIS IS LONG OVERDUE.

SLATTCHE
W-we can make a deal!

What do you want? Name it!

N-n-now hold on.

It's too late, Jumper.

You've been attacking clan cats and stealing from them. Now you must pay.

No--no, you've got it all wrong!

We haven't stolen any prey.
IT'S THIS LOT!
THEY STOLE THE PREY. MAKE THEM PAY. NOT US.

RIGHT! RIGHT!
THEY'RE VERMIN.
WE'LL HELP YOU MAKE THIS VERMIN SUFFER!

WE THOUGHT YOU WERE OUR LEADERS.

SO LONG, JUMPER.
SO LONG, HOOT.
WE'D BETTER NOT SEE YOU AGAIN--FOR YOUR OWN SAKES.
BARLEY?

PROTECT US, BROTHER...!
WHY SHOULD WE? YOU DIDN'T PROTECT US.

BUT WHERE ARE WE SUPPOSED TO GO?

GO AWAY, BROTHERS. JUST GO AWAY.

YAAOWWR! GET 'EM!

THEY CAN'T RUN FAST ENOUGH!
AND WITH THAT, HOOT AND JUMPER WERE GONE.....

A FEW TERRIFIED ROGUES WERE STILL MILLING AROUND BUT THERE WAS ONE IN PARTICULAR WE'D FORGOTTEN ABOUT.

EXCUSE ME.... VI- VIOLET?

NO! I MEAN...YES. VIOLET, IT'S FRITZ. I USED TO LIVE NEXT DOOR!

WHAT? YOU ROGUES HAVEN'T HAD ENOUGH?

YOU'RE MITZI'S SON! ARE YOU OKAY? DID THEY HURT YOU?

I KNOW THE FEELING...

THEY BROUGHT ME HERE A MONTH AGO AND WOULDN'T LET ME LEAVE! THEY TRIED TO MAKE ME JOIN BLOODCLAN AND TEACH ME TO FIGHT...

BUT I'M NO GOOD AT THAT. I JUST WANT TO GO HOME.

OH, FRITZ... WE'LL GET YOU HOME. MITZI WILL BE SO HAPPY!
WARRIORS--
WE'RE DONE HERE.
IT'S TIME
TO LEAVE.

WELL... I SUPPOSE IT'S
TIME FOR US TO GO BACK
TO OUR LIVES NOW.

I'M GLAD YOU
HAVE A HOME WHERE YOU
CAN BE SAFE AND HAPPY.

ALL RIGHT... WELL,
I'LL TAKE VIOLET BACK TO
HER PLACE, THEN COME BACK
TO THUNDERCLAN.

OH-- I'LL
GO WITH YOU.

NO... NO, THAT'S
NOT NECESSARY.

I'LL TAKE
HER HOME ON MY
OWN.
I can only imagine what Barley must be thinking, and feeling, right now.

We came here to get our home back... and maybe, maybe...

...he got a part of his past back, too.

I want to thank you, Ravenpaw. You and Barley both.

Really, it was... it was nothing.

We both know better than that. As soon as my warriors are fit again, I'll lead a patrol to your farm myself.

We'll get you your home back.
GOOD NIGHT, OLD FRIEND.

...GOOD NIGHT.

GLAD YOU MADE IT BACK ALL RIGHT.
YOU LOOK WORRIED. ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT VIOLET?

NO, VIOLET’S FINE. SHE’S SAFE. I THINK SHE’S DEALT WITH ALL THIS BETTER THAN I HAVE.

I’M JUST WONDERING WHAT HAPPENS NEXT.

NEXT? WELL... WE GO BACK TO THE FARM, AND FIGHT AGAIN, I’D SAY.

I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT WANT TO STAY HERE.

YOU MADE SUCH A GREAT WARRIOR TONIGHT.

STAY? NO! THAT’S NOT WHAT I AM. BARLEY, YOU’RE MY BEST FRIEND. BESIDES, THAT BARN BELONGS TO US, NOT THOSE ROGUES!
"SO LET'S GO TAKE IT BACK!"
IT'S HARD TO BELIEVE I'M HERE.

BACK IN THE THUNDERCLAN CAMP.

CATS YAWN AND STRETCH ALL AROUND ME AS THEY WAKE UP...

...AND INSTEAD OF DOGS BARKING OR ROOSTERS CROWING, ALL I HEAR IS THE SONG OF BIRDS IN THE FOREST.
My name is Ravenpaw. My best friend, Barley, and I were forced out of our home on the farm by a group of rogues...

...and we came to ThunderClan for help.

What brought us here was pretty horrible...but I really do enjoy being here.

I was born into ThunderClan, after all.

Watching the hunting patrols heading out...
...seeing the Clan cats together, young and old...

It's taken me less time than I expected to get used to all this again.

It's hard to believe only three days have passed since Barley and I helped ThunderClan defeat some other rogues...

...a bunch of scavengers from TwoLegsPlace.

Those mangy cats won't be ambushing any more Clan hunting patrols now.

And today, Firestar's making good on his promise.

He's going to help Barley and me reclaim our farm.

Today, Barley and I are going home!
WE OWE HIM SO MUCH FOR AGREEING TO HELP US TAKE BACK THE FARM.

THERE'S FIRESTAR NOW.

READY?  YES!

IT'S TIME!
RRHK...MMNH... RIGHT...WHAT?

COME ON, BARLEY. TODAY'S THE DAY!

I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE THE FARM AGAIN!

AND WON'T THAT SCOUNDREL WILLIE BE SURPRISED TO SEE ALL OF US!

GRAYSTRIPES GOING TO HELP US... ALONG WITH CLOUDTAIL, BRIGHTHEART, BRACKENFUR, AND AN APPRENTICE NAMED BRAMBLEPAW.

ALL BRAVE CATS... ALL TRAINED WELL BY THUNDERCLAN.

THE ROGUES LIVING ON OUR FARM DON'T STAND A CHANCE.
HRRRKR...DO WE HAVE TO LEAVE SO EARLY?

RAVENPAW. BARLEY. THUNDERCLAN WILL MISS YOU BOTH.

ARE YOU SURE YOU CAN'T WAIT A LITTLE LONGER? THERE ARE MANY CATS THAT WOULD WISH TO SAY FAREWELL.

I'D PREFER TO GO QUIETLY, IF WE COULD. NOT HAVE ANY BIG FLUSS.

I'M NOT ONE FOR BIG FAREWELLS.

THAT MIGHT BE BEST, YES.

AS YOU WISH, THEN.

LET'S GO TAKE BACK YOUR HOME.
WE WANT TO GO TOO!

THOSE ARE FIRESTAR’S KITS MAKING ALL THE NOISE.

HIS MATE, SANDSTORM, HAS HER WORK CUT OUT FOR HER, DEALING WITH THOSE TWO.

...BUT THEY'RE BOTH SO ADORABLE!

SQUIRRELKIT, BE QUIET! YOU'RE DISTURBING THE WHOLE CAMP!

BUT I CAN FIGHT! I CAN!

JUST LOOK AT THIS KICK!

UNH!
SANDSTORM'S WARNING COMES TOO LATE. SQUIRRELKIT'S RUCKUS WAKES EVERYONE UP.

THEY COME TO SEE WHAT SQUIRRELKIT'S MAKING ALL THE NOISE ABOUT...

...AND HERE WE ARE. RIGHT OUT IN THE OPEN. OBVIOUSLY ABOUT TO LEAVE.
SO MUCH FOR NOT HAVING ANY BIG FUSS.

GOOD LUCK, RAVENPAW!

WE'LL MISS YOU, BARLEY!

GIVE THOSE ROGUES A SWIPE FOR ME!

WISH I COULD GO WITH YOU!
BARLEY'S HANDLING ALL THE ATTENTION A LITTLE BETTER THAN I THOUGHT HE WOULD, ACTUALLY.

ALL RIGHT, EVERYONE. LET US THROUGH.

IT'S TIME TO GO.

THUNDERCLAN'S GOOD-BYES AND THANK-YOUS RING IN MY EARS AS WE TRAVEL.

PART OF ME WANTS TO STAY... BUT ONLY A SMALL PART.

FORMER THUNDERCLAN CAT OR NOT, I BELONG ON THE FARM.
RUNNING THROUGH THE FOREST, THOUGH, AS PART OF A WARRIOR PATROL...THAT’S HARD TO BEAT.

WARRIORS--HOLD UP. BE READY.

NO, GRAYSTRIPED... THERE’S NO NEED.

OUR FRIENDS FROM WINDCLAN ARE EXPECTING US.

DEADFOOT. GOOD TO SEE YOU.

AND YOU, FIRESTAR.

RAVENPAW... BARLEY. WE’VE HEARD ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED AT THE FARM.

GOOD LUCK TO YOU BOTH. YOU DESERVE TO GET YOUR HOME BACK.

THANK YOU... THAT MEANS A LOT!

LOOKS LIKE WE HAVE FRIENDS IN MORE THAN ONE CLAN NOW...!
WE DON'T GET ANY MORE SURPRISES ON THE TRIP, GOOD OR BAD.

JUST LOTS OF RUNNING. LOTS OF TIME TO THINK... AND THE MORE I THINK, THE MORE NERVOUS I GET.

BY THE TIME WE REACH THE FARM, I THINK I'M ABOUT AS NERVOUS AS I COULD POSSIBLY BE.

LOOK AT THAT. THEY FIXED THE BARN AFTER THE FIRE...

THAT HALF-RUINED BUILDING ON THE EDGE OF THE FAR FIELD. WHAT IS THAT?

USED TO BE A COWSHEL. NOW IT'S ABANDONED.

GOOD. WE'LL SET UP CAMP THERE.
THE REST OF YOU, STICK WITH RAVENPAW AND ME.

RAVENPAW, I'D LIKE TO SCOUT THE FARMYARD. WOULD YOU SHOW US THE WAY?

CLOUDBUD--TAKE A HUNTING PATROL OUT, BUT KEEP YOUR DISTANCE FROM THE FARM.

SURE THING.

OF COURSE.

WE KEEP OUR NOSES TO THE WIND, ALERT FOR THE ROGUES' SCENT.

WE CAN'T LET THEM KNOW WE'RE HERE.

NOT YET.
THOSE TWO, YOU RECOGNIZE THEM?

YES...

...THAT'S WILLIE AND SNAPPER, THE ROGUES' LEADER AND HIS BRUISER.

KWAARK!

BUK KWAARK!

RAWR!

RAWR! RAWR!

HISSS!
“These rogues are ruthless. They forced us out of here with a mix of savagery and dirty tricks.”

“Plus, well... they outnumbered us pretty badly, too.”

You were right to ask us for help, even if you hadn’t been outnumbered, from the looks of them...

...there’s no way that would have been a clean, fair fight.

Okay, now that those two are out of the way I want a look inside that barn.

Quickly now. Go.
IT BREAKS MY HEART, WHAT GREETED US INSIDE THE BARN. THIS PLACE USED TO BE OUR HOME.

NOW IT'S A WRECK...AND IT STINKS OF STALE BEDDING AND CAT DIRT.

WE HEAR SOMEONE SNORING. SLEEPING, INSTEAD OF TAKING CARE OF WHERE THEY LIVE.

NOT ONLY THAT...BUT THOSE KITS ARE PLAYING WITH THEIR PREY. I DON'T THINK THEY'RE EVEN GOING TO EAT IT.

THE WARRIOR CODE FORBIDS WASTING FOOD LIKE THIS. I'M NO WARRIOR--I DON'T HAVE TO LIVE BY THE CODE...

...BUT THIS MAKES ME SO ANGRY, I BARELY HEAR FIRESTAR CALLING FOR US TO LEAVE, THE BLOOD'S RUSHING SO LOUD IN MY EARS.

HOW WASTEFUL. HOW WRONG.
WE'RE GOING TO KEEP THIS SIMPLE AND STRAIGHTFORWARD. WE STAY HERE, OUT OF SIGHT, UNTIL NIGHTFALL...

...THEN WE TAKE THE FIGHT TO THEM.

THE ODDS ARE STACKED IN OUR FAVOR. WE HAVE BATTLE TRAINING AND THE ELEMENT OF SURPRISE. THIS IS OURS.

I HAVE A FEW QUESTIONS, THOUGH, FOR THE TWO OF YOU.

WE'LL TELL YOU ANYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW.

ABOUT THOSE DOGS. ARE THEY GOING TO MAKE A LOT OF NOISE AND GIVE US AWAY?

NO, I DON'T THINK SO. THEY'RE HEAVY SLEEPERS. WE CAN JUST AVOID THEM.

HOW ABOUT THE CHICKENS? THEY'LL BE IN THEIR COOP WHEN WE GO IN, CORRECT?
The chickens don't like the rogues...Willie and his crew killed some of their chicks right before we left.

All right. We'll wait for the rogues to settle down for the night. Then we'll go under the door again and ambush them as they sleep.

But they always liked Ravenpaw and me. They shouldn't be any trouble.

Until then we must stay hidden.

Do not leave this shed.

That's no trouble. Our patrol brought back plenty of fresh-kill. We can stay here just fine.
It's tense, all the waiting. Several of the other cats get some sleep, but I can't.

Poor Barley. He's looking... older. This was his home before it was mine.

This must be so hard on him.

Ravenpaw, you okay?

Yeah, I'm fine. Just a little nervous.

I owe this to Barley. I need to make his home safe again. He was so generous to me when I needed help.

Violet...

Don't worry, old friend. We'll make this right.
WE CAN HEAR THE TWO LEGS START TO FEED THE COWS AND THE CHICKENS.

THESE ARE THE LAST THINGS THEY DO BEFORE SUNDOWN.

IT'S ALMOST TIME.
Except for the distant hoot of an owl, the farm is silent and still.
EVERYONE... 
...FOLLOW ME.

AND STAY QUIET.
I wonder if the dogs remember how Barley and I saved their lives during the fire here.

So far, so good.

Zzzzz...

RRRrrrrhh?

Probably not.
It seems like the plan's going to go off without a hitch...

...until the chickens give us a nasty surprise.

Buk kwaawk!

Buk kwaawk!

Buk kwaawk!

What's going on?

I don't know! They never used to be this nervous!

It's Snapper! He must have taught them all the time!

Now they're scared of all cats!
THIS IS NO GOOD! THEY'RE TOO LOUD! EVERYONE, GO BACK!

INTRUDERS!

RRGH?

NO POINT IN RETREATING NOW.

ATTACK!

WARRIORS OF THUNDERCLAN...
AND JUST LIKE THAT, NOT ONLY IS OUR CAREFUL PLAN GONE, BUT I'M FIGHTING, AND I CAN'T EVEN TELL WHO'S WHO!

RAAOWR!

I JUST HOPE WHOEVER I'M SLASHING IS AN ENEMY, AND NOT A FRIEND.

FINALLY...
...MY EYES ADJUST ENOUGH TO SEE...

...AND I ALMOST WISH THEY HADN'T.

THERE ARE CATS HERE THAT I'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE!

AND THEN...

THIS WAY, JUMPER!

GET HIM, HOOT!
WHAT THE...
GET OUT! SCOTCH!

ALL OF YOU, GET OUT!

I GET A GOOD, SOLID LOOK FOR THE FIRST TIME, AND IT CONFIRMS MY WORST FEAR.

THESE CATS ARE BLOODCLAN.

THEY'VE FOLLOWED US!
THERE ARE TOO MANY OF THEM!

THUNDERCLAN--SCATTER! YOU KNOW WHERE TO MEET UP!

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT. IT'S LIKE A NIGHTMARE.

I KNOW IT'S A LOT WORSE FOR BARLEY.

MY BROTHERS ARE HERE! I CAN'T GET AWAY FROM THEM... NO MATTER WHERE I GO, THEY WON'T LEAVE ME ALONE!

AND THEY'VE BROUGHT BLOODCLAN CATS TO OUR FARM!

BUT AS BAD AS IT IS FOR ME...

I'VE GOT TO DO SOMETHING.

NOW...LISTEN...THIS IS TERRIBLE. I'M NOT SAYING IT'S NOT. BUT IT MIGHT NOT BE AS BAD AS WE THINK.

THEMSELVES AS BLOODCLAN ANYMORE...AND IF SO, THAT MEANS THEY'RE VULNERABLE.

THOSE CATS WERE CALLED "JUMPER" AND "HOOT," NOT THEIR BLOODCLAN NAMES.
ONCE A CAT FEARS HIS OWN WEAKNESS, HE’S LOST THE BATTLE BEFORE IT EVEN BEGINS.

I KNOW THIS IS TRUE.

I WAS TERRIFIED OF TIGERCLAW... AND I LET HIM BULLY ME AND THREATEN ME BECAUSE OF IT.

BARLEY AND I BELONG HERE.

THOSE ROGUES ARE WRONG. DEAD WRONG. AND THEY DESERVE TO BE DRIVEN OUT.

THIS IS OUR HOME, AND WE HAVE JUST AS MUCH A RIGHT TO IT AS THE CLANS HAVE A RIGHT TO LIVE IN THE FOREST.

AND BLOODCLAN CATS OR NOT, WE HAVE TO TAKE THIS PLACE BACK.

I SEE FIRESTAR WATCHING ME, AND I REALIZE THAT, IN A LOT OF WAYS, I AM STILL A CLAN CAT.

BUT I’M TALKING MAINLY FOR BARLEY’S BENEFIT HERE. I NEED HIM TO FEEL THE SAME WAY.

I DEFINITELY HAVE A SENSE OF HONOR, AND DUTY AND JUSTICE.

AND TO HAVE THE COURAGE TO FIGHT HIS OWN KIN.
The clouds hang low and heavy the next day. I keep waiting for it to rain, but it never does.

No one’s left the barn since sunup.

We use the time to come up with a new plan of attack...

...and I try not to let my nerves get the best of me.

From here the place looks deserted.

The Bloodclan cats change everything.

Is there any other way into the barn besides under the door?

Well...yes. Yes, there is!

There are holes in the roof, leading onto the rafters!
JUST THEN WE ALL NOTICE SOMETHING INTERESTING:

SNAPPER AND POUNCE TAKE OFF AS IF THEY ARE BEING CHASED BY FOXES.

COME ON! LET'S GET 'EM!

NO. STAY.

THEY KNOW THE TERRAIN. WITH THAT BIG OF A HEAD START, WE'D NEVER CATCH THEM.

WELL...GOOD RIDDANCE, I SAY. THIS JUST SHOWS HOW SCARED THEY ARE--THEY CAN'T EVEN KEEP THEIR OWN FROM DESERTING.

...WE'LL SEE.
Finally we come up with a plan. I think it's a good one... if nothing messes it up.

Everyone, listen to me.

It's going to happen like this...

Firestar explains his plan quickly and clearly. We'll be attacking on two fronts.

Since the door will be guarded, we'll send two cats to the front door...

...then we'll slip down through the roof and catch them by surprise.

This will work. We will drive them out this time.
"IT'S CLEAR."

LET'S GO.

NONE OF US MAKES A SOUND...

...AND THERE'S BRACKENFUR AND BRAMBLEPAW. BUT—!

THEY'RE TOO CLOSE TO THE CHICKENS! THEY'LL SET THEM TO SQUAWKING AGAIN!

DON'T WORRY, THEY KNOW WHAT THEY'RE DOING.
BAWK BAWK BUK KAAWK

KAAWK!

BAHK BUK-BUK KAAWK!

BUK KAAWKK!

THE CLAN CATS ARE BACK! GET THEM!

WHERE ARE THEY? ALL I SEE IS CHICKENS!
THE CHICKENS ARE A PERFECT DISTRACTION! I SHOULD'VE KNOWN BETTER THAN TO QUESTION FIRESTAR.

RIGHT! THERE ARE GAPS IN THE ROOF, RIGHT OVER...

IT'S A HORRIBLE FEELING, THOUGH, WHEN I REALIZE I'M MESSING UP THE PLAN MYSELF.

THE ROOF'S BEEN MENDED SINCE THE FIRE!

THE HOLE WE USED TO CLIMB THROUGH--IT'S NOT HERE ANYMORE!

WHAT DO WE DO?

EVERYONE'S COUNTING ON US!

WE MAKE A HOLE.

TEAR  CRACK  POP
COME ON.

WE CAN STILL DO THIS.

READY...

IT'S AS IF BRAMBLEPAW AND BRACKENFUR CAN HEAR FIRESTAR THINKING.

HISSS!

THEY FLOOD THE WHOLE BARN WITH MOONLIGHT. THE ROGUES CAN'T EVEN HIDE AMONG THE HAY BALES!

Rrrheerrrr!
The rogues may outnumber us, but they can’t outfight us.

REEEEEOWRRRR!
FORWARD, THUNDERCLAN!
PUSH THEM OUTSIDE!

WOMP

SHUNT

CRACK

MAKE THEM UNDERSTAND—THEY'RE NOT WELCOME HERE!
So many of the rogues have already run away...

But there's one that I'm glad to see. One I have personal business with.

We're left with only a few of them.

Go, Willie. Get out of here. This is not your home.
THAT’S WHAT YOU THINK, IS IT, RAVENPAW?

WELL, LET ME TELL YOU SOMETHING...

...IT DOESN'T MATTER WHAT YOU THINK!
Oh no... oh no...

Snapper and Pounce weren't deserting!

They were going for reinforcements!

Kill them! Kill the Clan cats!

In a flash I'm fighting for my life. We all are.

And the barking of the dogs is so loud it feels like my head's going to explode...!
WARRIORS!

RETREAT
AND REGROUP!

I STILL HAVE FAITH IN FIRESTAR.
I KNOW IF HE CAN GET US TO
SAFETY, WE CAN FIGURE OUT
A WAY TO DEAL WITH THIS.

BUT GETTING
US TO SAFETY...

...ALL OF A SUDDEN...

...ISN'T LOOKING
TOO LIKELY.
THUNDERCLAN! TO ME!

RAWR! RAWR! RAWR! RAWR! RAWR!

F-FIRESTAR?

WHAT DO WE DO NOW?

WE ARE WARRIORS, RAVENPAW.

WE FIGHT.

NO MATTER WHAT.

OHHHH, JUST LOOK AT THEM, WOULD YOU?

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN CATS MORE PATHETIC?

NOPE.

SURE HAVEN'T, BOSS.
ALL THIS TALK ABOUT WHO BELongs WHERE.

TEAR THEM TO PIECES.

WELL, I THINK THAT'S OBVIOUS, DON'T YOU?

NOW.

EVERYTHING SLOWS DOWN AS SOON AS WILLIE GIVES THAT ORDER.

I'M AWARE OF EVERY SINGLE CAT AS THEY CLOSE IN ON US. EVERY WHISKER...EVERY CLAW...EVERY TOOTH.

I KNOW THEY'RE GOING TO KILL US ALL! JUST AS WILLIE COMMANDED.

EVEN SO, I KNOW WE'RE GOING TO FIGHT THEM. FIGHT UNTIL IT'S OVER. FIGHT UNTIL WE CAN'T FIGHT ANY LONGER.

AND EVEN THOUGH DEATH IS ONLY SECONDS AWAY...THE ONE THING I HEAR...THE ONE THING THAT FILLS UP THE WHOLE WORLD...
RAWK! RAWR!

...IS THE BARKING OF THE DOGS.

rrrhhhhRRRH!!!
I don’t even have the words to describe the fury the dogs unleash on the rogues.

As fierce and vicious as the rogues are, the dogs are so much more terrible...

...It’s like watching a forest fire.

Run! We’ve got to run!

What?

No--no, wait!
Barley and I saved the dogs’ lives once!

We might not be able to talk to them, but they’re on our side!

It doesn’t take long for the Thunderclan cats to understand this... or to get excited about it.

Let’s go, dogs! Get ‘em!

Wak

Chomp

Dong
Find your mother and get lost! This is no fight for kits!

Almost before I know it...

...I've got Willie pinned.

But I don't get the chance to enjoy it.

Rrrhaowr! Help us!
HELP US, BARLEY!

WE DIDN'T KNOW THIS WAS YOUR PLACE, HONEST!

WILLIE TOLD US IT WAS HIS PLACE!

WE WOULDN'T HAVE COME HERE IF WE'D KNOWN IT WAS YOURS, BROTHER!

LIARS!

YOU KNEW FULL WELL, COWARDS!

I'M SORRY, MY FRIEND.

BUT I CAN'T LET YOU HURT THESE CATS.
They're weak...but they're my brothers.

I'll have to keep that in mind from now on, whenever I'm around dogs.

I guess the dogs can understand us...even if we don't speak the same language.

You can play happy families here if you want. But if I ever see your faces in Twolegplace, I'll skin you.

This isn't over.

Really? What makes you think that?
When your friends from the forest have gone and you're all on your own, you'd better be looking over your shoulder.

'Cause I'll be back!

This is *my* territory. I will defend it to the death.

If you set foot on this farm again, you do so at your own risk.
THAT'S PART OF THE GARBAGE CLEARED OUT. TIME FOR THE REST.

GET A MOVE ON, YOU TWO.

PLEASE, BARLEY! HELP US! WE CAN'T GO BACK TO TWOLEPLACE NOW. WILLIE WILL KILL US!

COME ON, BARLEY...BROTHER.

I CAN SEE THE HESITATION IN YOUR EYES, BARLEY. I HAVE TO TELL YOU...

...LETTING THESE TWO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR GOOD NATURE WOULD BE UNWISE.
I can see the conflict in Barley as clearly as I can see the stars in the sky.

He can't just send these rogues to their deaths.

Like it or not, they are family.

It's all right, Firestar. If Barley wants them to stay...

...I'll make sure there aren't any problems.

Well... if you're both sure...
I can only imagine what this must be like for Barley.

Losing his home...

He looks frailer than ever.

Dealing with his brothers...

Is this even the same place, Ravenpaw?

I... I barely recognize it.
DON'T WORRY, BARLEY. WE'LL MAKE IT RIGHT AGAIN.

JUST LIKE OLD TIMES.

THANKS.

I GUESS THEY'RE READY TO GO BACK TO THEIR CAMP.

YEAH. WE'D BETTER SAY GOOD-BYE.

THANK YOU, FIRESTAR.

EVERYONE, THANK YOU. YOU RISKED YOUR LIVES FOR US.
CLAN OR NO CLAN, RAVENPAW, WE ARE FAMILY.

IF EITHER OF YOU EVER NEEDS ANY HELP, ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS ASK.

I THINK WE'RE SAFE FOR NOW.
I know the warriors are anxious to get back to their camp... to their own mates, their own kits, their own dens.

Their own home.

Hoot and Jumper hardly lift a paw to help us as we clear away some of the soiled straw to make a nest.

But I’m too tired to care. I suspect Barley is too. All I want now is sleep.

Hoot. Jumper.

We’ll talk more in the morning.
AS I WAKE UP, THE SOUNDS COME BACK TO ME.

THE COWS AND CHICKENS... THE TWOLEGS... THE CREAK OF THE BARN’S WOODEN WALLS...

WELL, ALMOST EVERYTHING. HOOT AND JUMPER ARE HERE NOW. WE’RE BACK...

I’M HOME AGAIN! I’M HOME, AND BARLEY IS HERE WITH ME, AND EVERYTHING IS RIGHT IN THE WORLD.

...BUT I WONDER... CAN THINGS EVER BE THE SAME AGAIN?

AS SOON AS I’M OUT OF SIGHT-- JUST GOING TO CATCH A MOUSE FOR BREAKFAST-- I HEAR THEM TALKING TO BARLEY.

REMEMBER, BARLEY? REMEMBER ALL THE FUN WE USED TO HAVE PLAYING WHEN WE WERE ALL KITS?
Yeah, remember how we used to hide from each other? Those were the greatest times!

Barley doesn't even respond. He looks so old, and weak. ...Maybe he just needs some time to recover from all this.

Good morning, everyone.

Hey, Barley, listen. It's a beautiful day outside. Why don't you go for a nice relaxing walk?

I can stay and start showing your brothers around the farm.

You know—all our best hunting and snoozing spots.

Thanks, Ravenpaw. That sounds great. I won't be gone too long.

As I watch him go, I can't help wondering exactly what I've gotten myself into with these two.
As it turns out, I can best describe Barley's brothers in one word: lazy.

I show them the best spots to hunt...

I show them where to take their dirty straw...

I show them how to put together the most comfortable nest....
I even show them where to collect medicinal herbs, like tansy and poppy seed and mint.

But they don't seem to want to do anything. They just want everything handed to them.

I try to see the good in them, for barley's sake, but they've got a long way to go.

The last thing I show them is underneath the chicken coop...

...where we can gather up some of the tasty grain that falls through.
After that, I'm done. It's been a long, hard day, after a whole lot of long, hard days, and I am exhausted.

I'm beat. I'm going to take a nap.

If Barley comes back before I wake up, just tell him where I am, okay?

I can...barely keep my eyes open...
I have no idea how long I've been asleep.

What? What? What's wrong?

Wh...what?

But I can tell immediately that it's barley shaking me awake.

Take a look around! You tell me what's wrong!

Hoot! Jumper!
WHAT DID YOU DO? WHY HAVE YOU WRECKED THE PLACE LIKE THIS?
WE WERE ONLY TRYING TO CATCH MICE, RAVENPAW. IT'S DIFFICULT!

YEAH!
WE REALLY NEED SOMEONE TO SHOW US HOW, YOU KNOW.

WHAT'RE YOU TALKING AB-- BARLEY, I DID SHOW THEM! I SPENT ALL DAY SHOWING THEM!

I CAN'T HEAR WHAT HOOT WHISPERS IN BARLEY'S EAR.

BUT I DON'T HAVE TO KNOW THE WORDS TO GET THE GIST OF IT.
BARLEY?

BARLEY. WHAT’S GOING ON?

HOOT SAYS YOU GOT HIM AND JUMPER TO COLLECT ALL THE HERBS AND SUPPLIES WHILE YOU TOOK A NAP.

TH-THAT’S NOT TRUE!

LOOK, I CAN TELL YOU’RE EXHAUSTED. I’M SURE YOU DON’T WANT ANY TROUBLE. I KNOW I DON’T.

THEY’RE LYING!

YOU JUST WANT TO REST, RIGHT?
I can't believe Barley would believe them over me, even for a heartbeat!

It flusters me so badly, I can't even say anything. But I do know this:

I am sick of those two.

You know, Barley... This place is much nicer, now that we're here with family.

Yeah! Living here with you is great. A lot better than sharing this space with other cats.
I've got a great idea, Barley. Come and go for a walk with us--

---just the three of us. Three brothers.

Yeah, good idea, Hoot--let's get caught up.

Find out what's been going on in our brother's life.

All right. It's a nice night for it.

We'll, uh... we'll be back later, Ravenpaw.

No need to stay up waiting.

Hoot and Jumper were in Bloodclan! They tried to kill their own sister!

Can blood relations really be that important?

Don't wait up, he says.

Hrmph.
When they come back, they're laughing and joking with one another...just like family. Just like brothers.

Maybe blood is that important. Maybe it can overcome anything. But if Barley is choosing them...

...where does that leave me? ...what place do I have here?

Hey, Ravenpaw, catch us some dinner, would you?

I can't compete with them. That much is becoming obvious.

Easier to just...do as they ask, I guess.

We're still getting caught up with Barley.

Yeah--it's no problem. I'll get a mouse.

Naturally it doesn't take much effort to catch a meal. But I'm not prepared for what happens next.

There he is.

About time.
SO, HEY, WE CAN SLEEP IN YOUR NEST TONIGHT, RIGHT? YOU DON'T MIND, DO YOU?

PART OF ME WANTS TO CALL THEM LAZY AND WORTHLESS, AND DEMAND THAT THEY GET OUT OF MY NEST.

BUT I DON'T WANT TO CAUSE MORE TROUBLE FOR BARLEY.

YEAH—WE'D MAKE OUR OWN, BUT THAT WHOLE CARRYING MOSS UNDER OUR CHINS THING...

WE DON'T HAVE THE HANG OF THAT YET.

SURE... ALL RIGHT.

I CAN ALWAYS MAKE ANOTHER.

I HAVE SORT OF A FAINT HOPE THAT THINGS WILL BE BETTER IN THE MORNING.

GUESS I SHOULD'VE KNOWN BETTER.

HEY, RAVENPAW!
GO CATCH US A NICE JUICY MOUSE, WILL YOU?

YOU SHOULD TRY HUNTING YOURSELF.

YOU NEED TO LEARN.

YEAH, AND MAKE IT SNAPPY! WE'RE FAMISHED!

BUT YOU'RE THE BEST, RAVENPAW. WE'LL ONLY SCARE AWAY THE PREY.

I SILENTLY NOD MY HEAD. I CAN'T BELIEVE BARLEY'S JUST SITTING THERE.

...ALL RIGHT.

AND WHEN YOU'RE DONE WITH THAT, YOU CAN CLEAN OUT OUR NEST, TOO.

DOING NOTHING.
IS THIS REALLY WHAT BARLEY WANTS?

AFTER EVERYTHING HOOT AND JUMPER HAVE DONE?

I SHOULDN’T BE SO UPSET, I GUESS. THIS IS MY OWN FAULT.

BARLEY AND I ARE NOT CLANMATES. THERE’S NO BOND BETWEEN US. I CHOSE NOT TO LIVE IN A CLAN...

...AND THIS IS WHAT LIFE IS LIKE ON THE OUTSIDE.

I GUESS...I’LL HAVE TO FIND A NEW PLACE TO LIVE NOW...

RRRHEEHHHRRT!

BARLEY!

WHAT COULD MAKE HIM SNARL LIKE THAT? I HOPE IT’S NOT A RAT, HE’S SO FRAIL RIGHT NOW, HE MIGHT NOT BE ABLE TO HANDLE A RAT, HE’S--
YOU WORTHLESS PILES OF MANLIRE!

DO YOU THINK I'M BLIND?

DID YOU THINK I'D LET YOU TREAT RAVENPAW LIKE THAT? THIS IS HIS HOME TOO!

YOU DON'T BELONG HERE.

GET OUT.

BUH-BUH-BUT WE'RE YOUR KIN!
LOYALTY IS EVERYTHING.

BLOOD ISN'T EVERYTHING.

AND RAVENPAW HAS BEEN MORE LOYAL TO ME THAN YOU COULD BE IN A HUNDRED LIFETIMES.

NOW GO. OR DO I HAVE TO MAKE YOU?

NOW, YOU SHOULDN'T GO THINKING YOU'RE BIGGER THAN YOU REALLY ARE, BROTHER.

YOU SURPRISED US WITH YOUR LITTLE TANTRUM THERE, BUT WE CAN STILL TAKE YOU DOWN.
RRRHEEHHRR!

SKATCH

YOU'RE RIGHT. WE ARE KIN.

WHICH MEANS I CAN FIGHT JUST AS WELL AS YOU CAN.
It's all I can do not to rush over there. Stand by Barley's side.

But this is his fight, not mine.

Barley needs to settle this on his own.

Rid himself of his brothers once and for all.
Hmph. We were never going to stay here anyway.

It's filthy, and who wants to eat dusty mice? We can find better food someplace else.

We're not scared of you, Barley. In fact, we think you're pathetic.

Hoot... Jumper.

I pity you.

What?

You've only got each other now. No other friends. No other family. And you have no idea what loyalty means.

How long will you last out there? How long before you turn on each other?
I'm so happy... so relieved... to see them go.

I'm so sorry, Ravenpaw.

I really wanted to believe they'd changed.

Don't apologize. I'm very proud of what you just did.

...I know it must have been hard.

You... you didn't have to send them away just because of me.
I didn't.

I sent them away because this is our home. Yours and mine.

We fought for it because we have the right to live here.

As strong as a clan.

Come with me. I want to show you something.

Something in the rafters? Ha! No...
...up here.

Welcome home, Ravenpaw.

This is our place.
HE’S RIGHT. I GUESS I WAS AFRAID TO BELIEVE IT, BUT HE’S RIGHT.

WE’RE AS STRONG AS A CLAN, THE TWO OF US.

AND THIS TERRITORY IS OURS.

ALL OUR OWN.
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